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Philadelphia Invasion Starts Today
Fr. McCarthy
New Gold Key
Moderator

"So This Is The Bird"

Edward Healy '40
Secretary-Treasurer
To Fill Vacancy
It has been announced from the
office of the dean, that the newlyappointed moderator of the Gold
Key, Junior Society, is the Rev.
John A. McCarthy, S. J., Assistant
Professor of Psychology and Natural Theology. Fr. McCarthy will
take over his duties immediately,
and cooperating with Connie Magrath, president-elect of the society, will appoint the various committees for the carrying out of the
functions of the reorganization.
At a meeting held last Monday,
the members of the Gold Key
elected Edward Healy '40 to succeed Bud Dailey as secretarytreasurer of the organization. Mr.
Dailey was forced to leave school
because of poor health, and his
departure vacated this office. Mr.
Healy is a pre-medical student, active in extra-curricular activities
and popular with his fellow students. He will assume the duties
of his office immediately.

Dramatic Victory

Dobie's Machine
On Columbus Day Shows New Spirit
Stirs Enthusiasm Leaving For Game
Of Eagle Rooters
At Temple Stadium
30,000 EXPECTED TEAM IN SHAPE
500 Students Plan
Win Celebration
For Week End

New Catalogue
Is Published

Greek Students
Joseph Sullivan
Named '42 Prefect Sought By Club
The Freshman Sodality last Fri-

ficers elected were James O'Neil,
first vice-Prefect, Frank Marotta,
second vice-Prefect and William
Connolly, secretary.
Fr. Rooney, the Student Counsellor, wishes to remind the members of the student body that daily
Mass for their convenience will
continue to be celebrated in St.
Mary's Chapel in the Faculty
House at 8.30 A. M.
For the benefit of the students
who wish to go to confession, facilities are available in the office
of the Student Counsellor each day.
Confessions will also be heard each
Friday in St. Mary's Chapel during
both lunch hours.

The first meeting of the Greek
Academy for the year 1938-1939
will be held next Friday, October
28th at 2.30 P. M. in class Room
102, Tower Building. The regular
meetings of the Academy during
the year will be held on the second
and fourth Fridays of the month in
the same class room.
N. B. Previous knowledge of
Greek is not required. Therefore
students who have never studied
Greek, but are interested in the
humanizing and cultural value of
the Greek authors are welcome to
join the Academy. It is a further
object of the Academy to furnish
students not versed in Greek with
the means of obtaining the best
substitute practicable?an English
appreciation of the Greek authors.

Owls See Better
Than Eagles
After Dark

Tomorrow night a powerful
Spurred on by the educated toe
of one fair haired son of Clare- Maroon and Gold Juggernaut
mont, N. H., five hundred royal cheered on by 1500 rabid Eagle
rooters of Boston College's Maroon supporters will converge from all
and Gold are planning to follow the points upon Temple Stadium in
charges of Gil Dobie to the "City Philadelphia. Led iby "Golden Boy"
This third Fella Gintoff, the undefeated BosThe annual retreat for the Sopho- of Brotherly Love."
annual
of
the dis- ton College eleven will meet the
entanglement
more class will begin next Monday
ciples of Dobie and Warner has tricky Temple Owl coached by the
morning at 9.30 with Missa Recicreated an unusual amount of in- "Old Fox" Pop Warner. Boston
tata. The retreat is this year septerest and excitement among the College football interest is reaching
arated from the Junior class which
body, the alumni and the a new peak, for the spirit that the
has combined with the Seniors for student
fans of Boston College. Of course team ds displaying has infected
their retreat.
this excitement and interest is a everyone; and it is "Let's win 'em
Rev. Patrick Foley, S. J. will act
result
of the ultra-Hollywood all. They can't stop us now." The
as retreat master for the Sopho"finis"
of
the Detroit game on a squad is in top physical condition
mores. Fr. Foley is well known in
recent warm Wednesday afternoon. ?Ira Jivelekian being the only one
this work and is most popular
up definitely unable to play; although
with the students at the Heights The enthusiasm has been keyed
such a pitch that the number his loss is a severe one, nevertheless
to
as he has been master of many
of transients is rapidly increas- Fella Gintoff and Charlie O'Rourke
previous a retreats at Boston Colare capable of filling his shoes.
ing by the hour.
lege.
500 To Attend
While Eagle rooters have been lullThe order of the retreat which
An unofficial estimate of the ed into comparative security by the
the Sophomores will follow is the
students unbeaten and untied record of 1938
same as that carried out by the number of Boston College
"Maroon and Gold", the plain fact
this
after-supper
Seniors and Juniors who ended planning to attend
remains that after last week's
reveals
the
of
the
passing
affair
their retreat today.
five hundred mark. In the past, the showing against Bucknell, Temple
trips of Boston College teams have will be tough team to beat especialways been well patronized not ally under the arcs. Things seem
only by the student body, but by very close all round. The Eagle is
the alumni and friends of Boston undoubtedly the more powerful
College, and this trip is not an ex- team, but Temple's greater experiception. This year the number of ence with night games will be hard
The Boston College Band which fans journeying to Philadelphia, to offset. Twice before the Owls
this season has broken out the exclusive of student travelers, will have spoiled a Boston College
latent talent, other than martial, be in round figures, about three record, and they are waiting for
that third clinching blow.
among its members, promises not hundred.
Temple is Strong
to stall in its novelty-featuring.
The systems of travel this year
A comparison of schedlues does
Last week they gave us "Stop will be of a more varying routine
Beating Around the Mulberry than has any Boston College trip not lead to much. Temple won its
Bush" when the entire rooting sec- in previous years.
The under- opener with Albright 6 ?o. Then
tion was bordering on frustration graduates of the college have at they dropped two games to Pitt
with the breaks of the game stop- their disposal for a nominal sum, and Texas Christian by identical
ping every drive just short of a a special trip arranged by a Bos- scores 28?6; but they do not have
to apologizefor either defeat. Howscore.
ton Travel Agency. This group
The name of the newest Marier- will go by boat from Boston to ever last Friday Temple hit the
arranged swing piece for the band, New York. At the Big City the comeback trail by walloping Buckto set the "cats" and "gators" a- party will entrain for Philadelphia nell 26?0. This is particularly
jittering tomorrow night in Philly, arrive early Friday afternoon. In- startling news since Bucknell was
has not been released. The guess- cidently the Boston College Band among the unbeaten and untied;
ers claim "F. F. F. with a F. F.", will accompany this party, playing and in no previous game between
but Eddie Guthrie and his Diplo- special swing arrangements. This the Owls and Bisons has the
mats of Joy alone know its true
margin of victory been more than
(Continued on Page 4)
identity.
two touchdowns. Freshman Coach,
Ted Dailey scouted the game and
was deeply impressed by the two
well-drilled teams Pop Warner
Best Road Route to Philadelphia
fielded. The teams alternate playing each quarter and although the
Worcester Turnpike (Mass. 9) to Westboro
15) to Stafford Springs
forward
walls are about equal, the
(U.
on
S.
20
and
Mass.
Left
(Continued on Page 3)
(Mass. 15) to ( U. S. 6Q to Hartford
Follow (U. S. 6) through Hartford
Pick up (U. S. 6A and 202) outside Hartford
(This goes North of Waterbury to Banbury)
New Books
In Danbury ( U. S. 7Q to Norwalk
Rev. Louis J. Gallagher, S. J.,
Enter Parkway System for George Washington Bridge at
former president of Boston ColNorwalk, Parkways
lege, will autograph copies of
Merritt Parkway to Hutchinson River Parkway,
his new book, "Test of HeriParkway
Country
Hutchinson
to Cross
Parkway,
tage," which is now on sale at
Cross Country Parkway to Hendrick Hudson Parkway,
the College Book Store. "Test
Hendrick Hudson to George Washington Bridge,
Heritage," a class novel of
of
bridge
Skyway
take
1
to
the
Pulaski
crossing
the
route
after
the
Russian Revolution, offers
which goes directly to Philadelphia.
an
enlightening
description of
By way of caution, upon entering the Merritt Parkway slow
the revolution and life in Russia
down to lfs m. p. h.; the Conn. State police have 15 men on duty
today. "The Mystical Poems of
21f hours a day along this stretch of sixteen miles and they average 300 arrests per week.
Coventry Patmore," a new
book by Rev. Terrence L. ConYou will not want to go any faster because you will be on
nolly, S. J., will also be placed
most
highways
average
one of the
in the East and that
beautiful
on sale at the Book Store this
speed will have you on Broadway in sixty minutes.
week.

Soph. Retreat
Camera Contest Begins Monday
Huge Candid

The first candid camera contest
in the history of the College, with
fa.me and fortune awaiting the
winners, will be conducted by the
Publicity Committee of the Sodality
this year. Modeled after the national photo competition conducted by leading American newspapers, it is expected that the contest will arouse much active interest among the students.
for
The rules which follow appear
College
catalogue
The Boston
the 1938-39 scholastic year was complex and baffling at first sight,
released this week. This annual but are really the essence of simpublication gives information conplicity :
cerning all departments of the col1. The competition is open to all
lege.
The Christmas holidays extends members of the student body who
from Monday Dec. 19 to Monday are not professional photographers.
January 2 and the Easter recess
2. Pictures may be taken with
extends from Thursday April 6 to
any
kind of camera with the sole
the
Thursday April 13. However
cameras.
President's Holiday on Friday April exception of technicolor
This
rule
has
been
established
in
14 extends the period through
order
that
no
shall
disadvantage
are
inSunday. All dates above
on those who use the
clusive. All will be interested to be imposed
ordinary
type.
know that two semester holidays
3. Pictures may be developed
are being granted this year Mon30
and
31.
either
by the photographer himTuesday,
Jan.
day and
or
none,
self
holidays,
by a commercial firm. No
of
speaking
And
either patriotic or religious, falls art-work or retouching is allowed.
on Saturday this year. If any are
4. Each entry must be submitted
interested in dates of examinations, by the entrant under one of the
they are also listed in the bulletin. broad general classifications which
In senior 31 were graduated follow: 1, Informal Portraits; 2,
with honors. In junior 51 made Action Pictures; 3, Scenes and
the Dean's list, in sophomore 53, Still Life.
in freshmen 24. Among the names
5. Each entry must have the enthe Sullivan top with 19 while the trant's name, class, and section
Murphys have 17 as have the Mc- printed in ink on the back of the
Carthys and Kellys if we count picture and be enclosed in an enAnd if you're velope similarly marked. The class
both spellings.
looking for John Ryan or John in which the picture is entered
Murphy, have a photograph with
(Continued on Page 4)
you as we have five of each.

day afternoon, elected Joseph Sullivan, Prefect for 1938-39. Other of-

Team Is Confident
On Eve Of Owl Hunt

Band Prepares
Swing Songs
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Peep's Diary

New Discoveries
On Thompson

By Art Cullen
Father Terence L. Connolly, S.
J., Head of the English Department of the Graduate School has
recently returned after a summer
in England and Ireland. "The
Official newspaper of Boston College, published
night before I sailed," said Father
the
except
on Friday during the academic year,
Connolly, "I heard a radio anChristmas and Easter holidays, by the students of
nouncement in London that gave
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Boston 67, Mass. Entered as second class matter at the Boston Post Office.
me an awful appreciation of what
Subscription price $2.00 per year. Advertising rates
war would have meant to the
furnished on request.
people among whom I was living.
The hospitals of London were
being evacuated to serve as firstEditor
aid stations, the announcer said.
Andrew J. O'Brien '39
The city had been divided into
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
zones to care for victims of airraids. They would first be taken
Paul A. Keane '39
James M. Kean '40
to the first-aid station in their secFeature Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
tion. From there they would be
Joseph Grandfield '40
Joseph McCarthy '39
carried to the nearest railway station to be taken to a base hospital
City Editor
News Editor
outside the city. All railway coachJoseph McKenney '40 Eugene F. McAuliffe '39
es had been equipped so that, in
Associate Editors
twenty minutes, they could be conWm. A. McCormack '39 Arthur V. Cullen '40
verted into hospital trains. And
Lawrence Kickham '40
John J. Kelley '39
the announcer concluded with a
'40
James F. Law '39
John F. Ryan
stern warning that everyone
very
George
F. Lee '40
J. Gerard Converse '40
who had not already done so should
Circulation Manager
Exchange Editor
be measured for a gas-mask withWilliam McCarthy '39
in the next twenty-four hours."
Jan J. Kozlowski '39
The chief purpose of Father
Business Manager
visit to England was the
Connolly's
John F. X. Gaquin '39
study of Francis Thompson manuscripts. This work was done durREPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
ing the three weeks that he was
the guest of Mr. Wilfred Meynell
Service,
Advertising
Inc.
National
at his country-home in Sussex and
College Publishers Representative
4 20 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y.
at the famous Meynell residence,
Chicago ' Boston ' Los Angeles
San Francisco
Forty-seven Place Court, London.
Mr. Meynell, husband of the late
Alice Meynell and father of ThompTemple Trip
son's biographer is now 86 years
The cry that has emanated from the of age. 'And yet," said Father
stands has urged the team onward, but to- Connolly, "he is in robust health,
day, the exhortation is reversed. The team of unusual mental alertness and alcalls out to the college and to every student, together the kindest and most
urging them onward. The request of the charming person I have ever been
team deserves the same attention from the privileged to meet. It is easy now,
to understand his miraculous patstudents that the players gave to the re- ience
that saved Francis Thompquest of the undergraduates. They want, if son from himself and fostered his
it is at all possible, every man whether he great gift for poetry that has so
be a freshman or a senior to follow them and enriched the world. For three
cheer them on in their fight against a for- weeks Mr. Meynell devoted himmidable foe.
self entirely to the work of armany
might
are
that
the Thompson manuranging
There
circumstances
answering my quesfor
a
and
scripts
impracticable,
example,
trip
render the
job, an examination, or finances. But this tions concerning them. In the eventhe fireplace reminis the only opportunity of the year for the ing he sat byThompson,
Patmore,
of
iscing
undergraduates to show their spirit of loy- George Meredith, Wilfrid Blunt,
alty to ? the gridmen playing on a strange Cardinal Manning, his own wife
field. It is at such a time that cheering is 'my dear Alicia,' as he called her
more needed and is more appreciated. If you ?and numberless others. With all
can make it, show your spirit, the B. C. of these he was on terms of closest intimacy, while he enjoyed the
spirit, by attending the Temple game.
auto,
of nearly every importfriendship
train,
or
boat,
by
by
Whether we go
personage of his day.
ant
literary
Remember
that
warning
enough.
one
will be
were interThese
reminiscences
men
that
we
will
College
we are Boston
and
his
of his own
reading
with
rupted
leave a lasting impression wherever we go. nonsense verses, 'Written,' he said,
Evaluate now the difference between a good 'for my grandchildren whom I have
time and malicious destruction. Let's avoid never seen reading them.' It was
the difficulty into which many have been cast a joy to listen to his lovely voice
in the past because their judgments concern- and watch the smile on his venering spirited fun and simple vandalism were able face and then, when he had
erroneous. If we are off on a pleasure trip, finished, see his clear, child-like
eyes dance with delight."
let's keep it that way.
-

The

One road leads to London
One road leads to Wales,
My road leads me Southward
Whence the Quaker hails.

Leaving behind a deep reverence
for the art of poetry and a hazy
idea of the recent school sessions

we hop in our respective (if not
respectable) jallopies and truss the
steering wheel up for a Southwest run. Considering the particular buggy in which this corner
of the HEIGHTS hopes to get to
Philly, it will be necessary to feed
it Cod Liver oil and stuff the tires
with newspaper, and we'll have to
pack three in the front so that the
thing will always be threatened by
someone ready to shove it into
second with his knees.
By land, sea and air (?) Boston
College is going to drift into that
good old city of brotherly (and
sisterly we hope) love. Our major
aim is to defeat a stubborn team
known as the Temple "Owls"
anything else is off the record.
Twice the Eagle has, unsucessfully,
tried to pull the tail feathers out
of the Warner pet up here but this
year he hopes to do it by getting
the Owl in his own back yard.
The battle between Fordam and
Oregon U. on the following afternoon at the Polo Grounds should
provide a great take-in.
For anyone stopping in Philadelphia the two hotels recommended are the Adelphia and the
Benjamin Franklin, of course there
are always the benches in front of
Independance Hall.
For those spending time in
N. Y. City, Tommy Dorsey at the
New Yorker, Guy Lombardo the
Waldorf-Astoria, Johnny Messner
at the McAlpin, Emile Coleman at
the Pierre and Hal Kemp in the
Manhattan Room of the Pennsyvania should prove an attraction.
Last week-end was rather quiet
due to the lack of a B. C. football
game and all that goes with it.
However a few were seen enjoying
the efforts of Leighton Noble in
the Terrace Room, and the Copley
Plaza provided a soothing hideaway after the Havard?Army
game even tho the orchestra
sounded at times like the first
cousin to a riveting machine.
The week-end also found Ted
Finnerty and Fred Bowen out to
a very suave affair at the Tower
Court Hall at Wellesley. Reports
has it that a new college band has
been "found" and also a very
select group of Freshmen.
A Senior dance Sat. nite at
Manhattanville for those who are
fortunate enough to have an
acquaintance there. If you haven't
well, look to the task.
Friday nite the Alumni of St.
Mary's in Lynn held a very
After his visit with Mr. Meynell, sucessful hop at the Happy Valley
Father Connolly visited the places Country Club. Many of the Lynn
associated with Thompson?Pres- boys who belong to this alumni
ton, where he was born; Ashton- attended and remarked on a very
under-Lyne, where he lived as a pleasant evening.
boy; Ushaw, where he attended
Lasell J. C.is running an inschool; Manchester, where as a
formal
dansant Oct. 29 at Winslow
student,
a
drug
medical
he became
Hall, tariff?sl.so.
addict; the places in London as-,
Someone ought to tell Sherman
sociated with his outcast days; !
that the grapes are not
Rogan
where
of
"The Hound
Storrington
:
always
sweeter
in the next yard.
Heaven" was written; Pantasaph,
the Franciscan monastery in North j Jim Law is really getting down
Wales where he wrote "New \u25a0 to business with those Sodality soPoems" and where his sister, j cial affairs; has a great plan
Mother Austin, was spending a, already mapped out.
holiday during Father Connolly's j
Hotel Picadilly is a favorable
visit; and Kensal Green outside place for you fellows who plan
London where the poet is buried to stay in New York over nite;
beneath the inscription "Look for j off Times Square at West 45th
me in the nurseries of Heaven."
If you follow route U. S. 1 you
Before leaving- London Father can't miss Philadelphia but elsei
Connolly arranged to have Mr. Wil- where in this issue you will find a
frid Meynell's portrait painted by box giving the shortest and most
the famous artist Sir John Lavery. convenient route.
From England Father Connolly
There is a great feud on down
went to Ireland where for two at the Boston Gardens this Mon.
weeks he attended the Abbey Theit is a battle of music between
atre Festival. During this time blaring Benny Goodman and that
his question concerning the mean- man with the dying-dog expression.
ing of William Butler Yeats' new Rudy Vallee. Swing Vs. Sweet.
play "Purgatory," and Mr. Yeats' Take your pick and go down and
answer precipitated a very likely cheer for your favorite.
controversy that continued for two
Last but not least, Fellows, don't
weeks. Nearly everyone promin- get caught speeding in Penn.; reent in the Irish Literary Revival member that the Brooklyn Bridge
participated. The Festival, Father is not for sale, the Empire State
Connolly said, was most disap-1 Bid. is a poor investment and have
pointing.
a good time.
?

?

J

j

It cannot be said in all truth whether
this be Indian Summer or an unusually warm
autumn. Traditional decrees of previous
HEIGHTS editors, interpreting occurrences
of interest for the student body, have established a precedent of doubtful quality. Complications are constantly arising, varied and
unforeseen, to make definite proclamation an
absurdity.
In the Eastern States any period of unusually quiet, dry, and hazy weather, even if
it lasts only a few days, may be designated
the Indian Summer, provided it occurs at
any time between mid September and early
December. The haze that fills the air at such
times is simply the dust and smoke which
are not dispersed by the wind and float near
the earth's surface.
Certainly, there has been sufficient wind
in the past month to dispel smoke and dust,
excluding such entities as houses and trees.
As regards the pluvial tendencies of this season, we can never be positive, a common
failing with all New England forecasters,
for the intricacies of the climate prove themselves victorious over all prophets and football schedules. If nature herself is unable to
strictly determine whether Indian Summer
has come and gone or is coming to be gone,
the integrity of this paper can in no way be
questioned or charged with gross misrepresentation, distortion of fact and the propagation of error.

j

An Unusual Autumn

By Andrew J. O'Brien

We hate to admit it, but the destiny of this paper
is most uncertain. . . . You really can't blame the
fellows for using this issue to wrap up their tooth
brush, formal dinner clothes, a bottle of Slikum, and
their older brother's driving license to make a neat
package to fit in their back pocket. After all, a
bulky Gladstone will prove a disadvantage when you
have to carry a trunkfull of tomes for outside reading on the voyage to Philadelphia. . . . We had
thought about giving you an insert for pages 3 and
4 so you could take along some liverwurst sandwiches to munch on while the boat snaked out of
the harbor, but we want to get away in time ourselves. . . The way road maps have been floating
around corners and blocking up the corridors causes
us to believe that somebody is going to go riding.
After looking at a few of the potential challengers
for the overland flight to Temple, we can see what
John Bantry meant by the optimism of youth.
. .
Whatever the means of transportation, Boston College will have a good sized delegation to cheer Gil
Dobie and his lads battling under lights tomorrow
night.
.

.

?

T

?

As the fog was lifting the other morning, we
were surprised to find all the cars clustered around
the Tower and Science buildings. There wasn't a car
to be seen in the parking space, we didn't even see
that chromium plated velocipede with the gear shift
that brings a literary solon to classes each morn.
Hiding behind a tree, we discovered Dan McFadden shooing expectant parkers out of the lot.
Later on in the day trucks began to arrive with
tarvia and before long a nice smooth surface appeared on the parking space much to the satisfaction
of the many students that use that area each day.
With the improvement of the parking surface,
. .
it might be a good idea to improve the parking
itself. The discipline office has made the plans, now
the students ought to cooperate and comply with the
system that has proved best after exhaustive plan.

.

.

.

ning.
?T?
George has gone with his gimlet and gear. .
We were sorry to say 'so long," to the carpenters
we have come to know so well. After a time we had
become used to the chattering of the hammers and
the rasp of the saw and their theme, "A Peggin'
"Love Song". The way they have fixed up our
office is a delight to behold; there is a nice desk
along the windows?a two seater, knee-hole job with
built in shelves and cabinets. . Beyond that partition, an Elysium for epicures, a ghetto for gourmets
unobtrusively begins a new existence. After seeing
case upon case of palate-tickling articles vanish into the recesses of that closet, we haven't enjoyed our
sandwich lunches with the usual relish when delicacies are so close at hand
.

.

.

?

T

?

The carpenters left in their wake a little glass
rod, a relic of days when the science labs were located
where we now have desk space, and went away with
a smile on their lips and pride in their hearts, on to
new worlds . . They are now engaged in constructing an ultra swank dining hall for the lay professors
in one corner of the cafeteria. We expect the Philipino house boy and Jenkins, a gentleman's, gentleman's gentleman to arrive any day now . . . There
will be a discussion to see who will occupy the plush
armchair at the head of the table, but that matter
will be logically settled when Doctor William Frazier condescends to give his series of lectures on
etiquette which are entitled "Automats at the Dinner Table."
.

?T?
Fella Gintoff is a talked-of young man these
days. Jack Stevens did right well by him the other
night and Bill Sullivan has been busy all week answering the demands for information that have
poured in from all parts of the country. Sig can't
make up his mind how many buttons there should
be on a covert cloth jacket. Joe pointed out various
examples of sartorial elegance who had weaknesses
for three button coats, but we aren't getting into this
argument. . . . Frank Kelley is starting his whirlwind
finish for the Norfolk Commissioner campaign. He
An old
says, "If I am elected, there will be
bylaw just resurrected advises against committing
one's self politically.
Just a last word about the cheers. At the Detroit game, the yells were not faulty in any regard,
but there will be a different aspect at Philadelphia.
We know that many expect to be there, yet the
whole student body won't be in attendance so it is
up to those that are there to cheer especially loud
.
Follow the cheerleader and the sound will be
greatly increased when everybody gets together. If
you don't know the cheers, learn them and shout
them all the way down to Temple Stadium.
"

...

.

.
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Thru the
Eagle's Eye

Carnegie Tops
Crusader As
Osmanski Flies

For the first time in their four
game series Carnegie Tech defeated
Holy Cross last Saturday by the
margin of a point after touchKean
By
down, 7-6.
The first quarter was battle of
night the loudly screaming Boston College defences, with neither side having
advantage, although Holy
Eagle will spread its wings and fly forth in search of much
Cross had one scoring opportunity
new prey to add to its growing list of football victims. Last following a blocked Carnegie kick.
week it was the Detroit Titans who felt the effects of a This was checked by an intercepsevere clawing inflicted by the "noble bird" of Chestnut tion when Merle Condit grabbed
Hill, and this week the intended victim is the wise but rather a Cross pass on his five and Look
sad Owl of Temple University. But don't go away with the it back to the 27.
After an exchange of kicks in
idea that this is going to be a strictly social call by the
the
second quarter, Ray Carnelli,
from
game
may
gridsters.
Maroon and Gold
Far
it. This
be
Skibo back, galloped 42
the making or the breaking of the Boston College football brilliant
yards for a touchdown on a right
hopes for the season, coming as early as it does on the end sweep. Carnelli provided the
schedule. Knowing this full well, Coach Dobie has spent the margin of victory himself when he
past week in driving his charges for this encounter with booted the point after. In this
the result that the boys will be fully prepared for any bomb- quarter also Holy Cross drove to
the Skibo one where Bill Osmanshells that one Glenn Scobey Warner may toss their way.
And speaking of deception, the Eagles should provide ski fumbled, with two downs to
their rooters with more than ample opportunity to cheer go. Carnegie punted out to end
because, from what they have shown thus far in their games this threat.
Bullet Bill made amends for his
this season, they are apparently loaded for bear meat. No error,
however, on the kickoff in
longer is the Eagle noted for its sheer power over the land the second half, when he swept 92
route; the advent of Charlie O'Rourke and the presence of yards for a touchdown, aided by
several outstanding pass receivers gives the Boston College some splendid blocking. Jim Turnclub one of the most feared attacks in these parts. Last er missed the point, and with that
year the opponents could concentrate their defense on the the game was gone. Holy Cross
Maroon and Gold running attack because their passing came back hard and fast all duroffense was of such proportions that it was registered nil. ing this half, but three Crusader
drives were stopped by Carnegie
The result was that the Eagle was stopped dead after the interceptions.
Tartans put on
first period when their foes diagnosed their plays; however, a good show inThe
their own behalf,
this season it is a bird of a different feather as we saw in and gave the Crusader cohorts a
the Detroit tussle. Having drawn in the Titan defense, the thrill in the fourth quarter. With
Dobieites unloosed a brilliant passing performance that in- the count fourth and one to go
directly accounted for the Boston win.
for a touchdown, Moroz fumbled
and Turner recovered for the Cross
BEAT TEMPLE
In past years a Boston College team going into an in the Crusader 14. At the end
objective game has had only one incentive, but this year the of the game Kelly returned a punt
the Tech 45, but the game was
boys have a double reason for wanting to beat this particular to
->ver before the Crusaders could
foe. In the past, it was the old story of trying to avenge a advance further. While Carnegie
previous defeat, or attempting to maintain an unbroken °ained more yards, the Cross had
string of victories over their opponents. This season the the advantage in first downs. Bill
Eagles will be trying to avenge last season's 0-0 score and Osmanski, despite his disastrous
gain their first victory over a Temple team in the three years fumble, played a great defensive
of competition. Then there's a detail which was probably as well as offensive game. Ronnie
unnoticed by the majority who read of the account of the Cahill's passes were highly effecHoly Cross-Carnegie Tech. They all know that the Crusaders tive, and Bogdan stood out in the

Jim

TOMORROW

were beaten, but they probably didn't realize that with the
defeat the New England football prestige also suffered. So,

it is the task of Boston College footballers to redeem this
same prestige in Pennsylvania and restore it to its former
high standing.
ON TO PHILADELPHIA
a
bit
of information for those planning to go
Now for
over the road to the game. Arnold Bucci, the capitalist who
is in charge of the official tour for the game, has informed
this columnist that the Boston College delegation will be
quartered at the Hotel Picadilly in New York after the return from the game. So if you and your party do not plan
to stay over in Philadelphia, you can meet the rest of the
group in New York. Let's get together and let the Big City
know that we not only have a good football team, but we
also have a great band of rooters at our school.
BEAT TEMPLE! BEAT TEMPLE!
In the excitement of the junket to the City of Brothely
Love, this writer almost forgot to mention that great band
of Freshmen we have playing for Boston College. Having
won their first start of the season by a sizeable margin over
a strong Dartmouth Cub eleven, the pupils of the GalliganJanusas combine will be seeking their second win of their
young season when they meet St. John's Prep tomorrow
afternoon here at the college. It seems as though this
column overlooked the Frosh in his previous comments, but
there is nothing we can do about it now. It's useless to say
anything about them now because the local papers have gone
over the top for the boys and anything I say here would
only be a repitition of past writings. The boys have more
than come up to expectations of their followers and bid well
to continue a Freshman record here at the Heights which
compares favorably with that of Minnesota. They have not
tasted defeat in the past three seasons. That is something.
ON TO PHILLY
Three weeks have passed by in this hectic 1938 grid season, and we find nineteen teams boasting undefeated and
untied records. Of these, five come from New England.
This is better than an average showing by our sector and
throws the supposed supremacy of the South and the West
into the waste basket. Of the five clubs now riding the crest
of the glory wave two, Boston College and Dartmouth, are
the more prominent representatives who will have a lot to
say about just where the mythical crown is going to land.
At least we think so. But then anything can happen in
football.
PHILLY OR BUST
As a word of warning for those who have intentions of
seeing the Indiana-Boston College game two weeks hence,
let me advise you to get your ducats early because the word
is out that the Hoosier band, 132 strong, will accompany
the team to Boston. This band is one of the best in the
country and has been well received in all of its appearances.
This should serve to satisfy those who are looking for a real
afternoon of entertainment and then too there is going to
be a FOOTBALL Game.

line.

Some consolation awaited the
Crusaders at Home, where the little
Horsemen trounced Dartmouth
19-0, scoring once in the first and
twice in the fourth quarter, the
latter two touchdowns by means
of passes.
PROGNOSTICATIONS OF
HEIGHTS STAFF
T
B.C.
12
17
Jim Kean
13
7
Paul Keane
14
13
George Lee
6
14
/Vrt Cullen
6
28
Joe Grandfield
9
16
Gerry Converse
6
13
Andy O'Brien
6
Tom Simone
13
0
32
Peter Hickey

'\u25a0\u25a0/ ,\u25a0
LEIGHTON
NOBLE
and His Orchestra
{udauHf EDITH CALDWELL
CHICK FLOYD
JOHNNY MdcAFEE
NOBLE TRIO
ARTHUR MURRAY'S DANCERS
demonstrate the answers to
your questions on dancing.
Dinner Dancing
Every night except Sunday

Supper Dancing
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
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Leads Eagles

Eaglets Ready
For Invading
Prep Gridmen
Having already sent the highly

touted Dartmouth freshman foothall down to a crushing 25-0 defeat two weeks ago, the Boston
College Eaglets under the tutelage
of Coaches Ted Galligan and John
Janusas will play St. John's Prep
at Alumni field tomorrow afternoon
at 3 p. m.
Led by Fred Maznicki triple
threat back from Rhode Island, the
Eaglets will be set to continue a
winning streak which has been set
up by the Boston College Freshmen of the past three years. A
strong line combined with an all
round backfield make this year's
edition of the freshman an equal
of the frosh elevens of other years.
St. John's Prep isn't experiencing as good a season this year as
they have enjoyed in past years.
To date they have won one game
and lost one game. In the initial
fracas the Prepsters went down to
a last minute defeat at the hands
of the Northeastern freshmen 12-7.
The Prepsters really outplayed the
Huskies but a fumble on the 12
yard line in the closing minutes
which Northeastern recovered enabled the latter to score the winning touchdown. Last week Marianapolis College of Connecticut
journeyed to St. John's but went
home on the short end of a 26-6
score. In both games St. John's
showed a flashy offense while the
Capt. Bill Flynn
players were quick to take advantage of all opportunities.
Last year the Eaglets had an
TEMPLE GAME
easy time with the Prep winning
(Continued from Page 1)
by an overwhelming score of 27-7
and from the performances of both
teams thus far this season tomorsecond team backfield is not as row should see a repetition of this
dangerous as the starting quartet. score.
Lukac and Kovacevich are the big
offensive guns while Katz, Drulis
and Sturges are hard charging
burly linemen of the Warner type.
The starting Eagle line-up will
be much the same as that which
faced Detroit. Worth at center;
Schwortzer and Mahon at guard
Nick Morris former Holy Cross
with Reardon and Kerr seeing ac- football star was seriously injured
tion; Kidhart and Chopper Con- in a semi-pro grid contest in Lynn
nelly at the tackle posts; and the two weeks ago. Nick was hurt so
flank positions pretty much of a badly on the opening play of the
toss-up with Harrison and Goodgame that he had to be taken to
reault having the edge over Mc- the Union Hospital in Lynn, where
Fadden and Captain Flynn. At his condition caused him to be
quarterback will be Henry Toczy- placed on the danger list. His
lowski; Ananis and the "Grid Op- injury was diagnosed as a severe
portunist of 1938" at the running internal dislocation, his right kidback slots; and Pete Cignetti at ney damaged so badly that it had
fullback.
to be removed in an emergency
Fella Gintoff, you know, is Bosoperation.
ton College's nomination for the
Nick was carrying the ball back
"Grid Opportunist of 1938." This on the opening kickoff and was
enviable position was held in 1936 hurt on the tackle. Latest reports
by spectacular Larry Kelley of read that he is now resting comYale, and in 1937 by Colorado's fortably in the Lynn Hospital. Nick
But even the
Whizzer White.
is the back-field coach at Saugus
feats of the Great Kelley were High, Assistant to Buzz Harvey,
pigmy efforts compared to Gin- another Holy Cross ace of several
toff's last second boot which lifted years ago. The members of the
University Heights and the Tower Heights staff express a united wish
Building right up and over the goal for a quick recovery on the part
Books
posts of Fenway Park.
of Morris, who is well known to
have been written about the "Great so many thousands of New EngImpersonation" and the "Great Ad- land football fans.
venture," but there will never be
any book written with half the
punch that the "Great Opportunist"
ternate troop is primed with dynadisplayed.
mite. Al Horsfal, a hard-tackling,
The second backfield (called sec- hard-blocking field general will be
ond because its motto is "If the back
for the lad seems to thrive on
first pass fails, try it over and
work?didn't
he score a touchover again") may see more action
only after 54 minutes of the
down
that the starting quartet. This almost bruising type of play?
That is the way things line up
for the game. The Eagles have
the edge but under lights anything
Your
The People's
at quarterback.
Choices will be at halfback: "FiveMan Gang O'Rourke and White
Pounding
For the Latest
Heat Lambeth Lou.
Pete will probably continue at full.

Nick Morris

Improving

HEADQUARTERS

SWING RECORDINGS
DANCE NUMBERS

PORTABLES

RECORD PLAYERS
POPULAR SHEET

ORCHESTRATIONS

BOSTON MUSIC
COMPANY
116 Boylston St., Boston

HANcock 1561

Quality Food

Moderate Prices
at the

CRYSTAL CAFE
LAKE STREET
at the foot of the Heights
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BOSTON COLLEGE HEIGHTS

Freshmen To See
Two One-Act Plays

Tower Dance
Spanish Academy For Oct. 28

Dean To Address

The first meeting of the Spanish
Academy will be held October 27,
with the Rev. Joseph R. N. Maxwell, S. J., Dean of the College,
as speaker. This was announced
today by Dr. Eduardo Azuola,
Moderator of the Academy in discussing plans which the Spanish
group will carry out this year.
The program marks an advancement over last year, increasing its
scope to include debates with Spanish Clubs in other colleges, continuation of the Academy publication, La Voz de Boston, and the
production of its second annual
play. Dr. Azuola also intends to
continue the custom inaugurated
last year at the Academy Dinner,
when members of the Spanish Club
of Mt. St. Mary's College of Hookset, N. H., were the guests of the
Boston College Club.
Spanish
dances and music will again feature the entertainment provided by
the girls. In addition to this,
Spanish moving pictures will be
shown, and guest speakers will
address the Academy. These will
include consuls from the SpanishAmerican republics and professors
of Spanish from other New England colleges.

The sophomore class with Pres.
Jack Beatty at the helm, is planning their Under-the Tower dance
for Friday, Oct. 28. A capable
committe has been compiled by
Pres. Beatty with Jos. Vaughn
chairman, ably assisted by Leonard
Frisoli, William Mone, Francis
Murphy, Robert McGehearty and
Paul Post.
The orchestra engaged,?Leon
Mayer's?is well known to collegiate dancers as he has played
at all the important functions at
the various colleges throughout
New England. Harvard, M. I. T.,
B. U. and Tufts have danced to his
"chiffon" swing.
Competition of a sort in being
offered by the Regis Harvest Hop.
but with the array of talent offered
by the Sophomores at the attractive
price of $1.25, who could go wrong?
"Regis, fair Regis" look to your
laurels.
Not only the members of the
sophomore class but many of their
"class" superiors will undoubtedly
attend in droves. As this is the first
of many important socials to be
held on the heights, the attendence
should be large.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1938

CAMERA CONTEST

STUDENT TRIP

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

agency is also in charge of a spemust also be noted on both enve- cial rate round trip for the alumni
and their friends. This party will
lope and picture.
6. All winning photographs be- leave Boston by train for New
they will change for
come the property of the Sodality. York, where
a
express. Like
Philadelphia-bound
All others will be returned by the
Sodality upon application in per- the student party they will return
to New York following the game
son at the office. The Sodality acFriday
night. After taking in the
cepts no responsibility for unclaimFordham
game or one of the suned pictures after the date set for
other
attractions
of New York,
dry
reclamation.
they will return to Boston on Sun7. Pictures taken after Septem- day.
ber 14 only will be accepted.
9. The decision of the judges
shall in all cases be final.
10. Mountings and other accidentals will not be considered in
the judging.
11. Pictures are to be deposited,
properly marked, in a locked box
in the outer office of the Student
Counselor.
12. First, second and third place
winners in each class will be chosen
at the end of each quarter?and
these quarterly winners will automatically enter in the final competition at the end of the year,
when first, second, third places in
each class will be chosen for the
grand awards.

Among the attractions of Freshman Day there will be offered two

one-act plays produced by the
Playshop. The first of these, a
stream-lined version of The Valiant, went into rehearsal last week;
the companion piece, Gettysburg,
was begun on Monday with Thomas
J. Heath and Leo A. Murphy of
Freshman in the key roles. Arthur
H. Cooley of Sophomore was added
to the first of these companies this

BRIGHTON
LAUNDRY

week.

At the regular meeting of the
Playshop on Monday afternoon the
members were instructed in stage
tempo and had further drill of interpretive speaking. These aspiring actors are being gradually
grouped into three divisions determined by levels of present ability.
Promotion or demotion from one
group to another will be decided by
the individual's rate of improvement. Rivalry is keen because of
the many opportunities for public
appearances in the near future.

The

Largest Laundry
In The World

Owned

And Operated
By Women

B. C. STUDENTS!
Buy all your Favors and

Gifts for Christmas

Telephone
STADIUM 5520-1-2

!

Become Accomplished Dancers?Social Season Is Approaching
Learn All Ballroom Steps at

or any other occasion at the

fm

Dramatics
Reasonable Rates
Dancing
Singing
Don't Be A Wall Flower
Expert Tutors
Give Your Girl a Treat
Patronize a B. C. Grad!
?

?

?

?

want will be procured for you
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It takes good things to make a
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JEAN EVANS SCHOOL OF DANCING
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